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QUESTION 1  

 

Which set of commands results in this output?  

A. show service-profile circuit detail  

B. connect nxos show system internal port-map  

C. connect nxos b show system internal woodside sts  

D. connect iom 1 show platform software woodside sts  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 2  

A Cisco USCM administrator is creating a boot policy. Which option lists the steps needed to accomplish 

this task?  

A. In the Navigation pane, click the Servers tab. On the Servers tab, expand Servers > Policies. 

Right-click Boot Policies and select Create Boot Policy.  

B. In the Navigation pane, click the Equipment tab. Expand Equipment > Rack-Mounts >Servers > Boot 

Policies. Right-click Boot Orders and select Create Boot Policy.  

C. In the Navigation pane, click the Servers tab. On the Servers tab, expand Servers > Policies. Click 

Boot Order and the Modify Boot Policy wizard displays. Click Modify Boot Policy.  

D. In the Navigation pane, click the Servers tab. On the Servers tab, expand Servers > Policies. Click 

Boot Security. Click Modify Boot Policy.  
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Answer: A  

 

 

QUESTION 3  

Where does performance tuning of high CPU utilization take place in Cisco UCS?  

A. high performance policy  

B. energy performance mode policy  

C. compute policy  

D. BIOS policy  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 4  

Which four issues are often detected when validating workflows in Cisco UCS Director? (Choose four.)  

A. Task Handler not found  

B. missing admin/task inputs after import or upgrade  

C. mapping mismatch  

D. version incompatibilities  

E. debugging logging information  

F. missing optional values for tasks  

G. missing task action value  

H. missing mandatory values for tasks  

 

Answer: ABCH  

 

 

QUESTION 5  

Which mechanism is used to find latent failure in memory modules?  

A. sniffing  
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B. swapping  

C. paging  

D. scrubbing  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 6  

Which vCenter authentication service secures the VMware Cloud infrastructure platform?  

A. authentication directory service  

B. vCenter cloud infrastructure service  

C. single sign-on  

D. secure token  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 7  

Which is the step to associate an application profile EPG to a VMM domain?  

A. The APIC pushes the EPGs as virtual switches to the VM controller.  

B. The VMM administrator creates the port groups in the Tenant window then assigns the EPGs to 

CPPAs.  

C. The APIC pushes the EPGs as port groups in the VM controller.  

D. The policy administrator assigns the EPG to physical endpoints in the VMM.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 8  

Which two statements describe Ethernet and vEthernet port profiles? (Choose two.)  


